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1. General remarks

The visit to the museum of the Jagellonian University on the rst onferen e day onfronted some of the parti ipants to the SCES'02 in Kraków
with the rst su essful attempt to liquefy air omponents by the two Polish s ientists, Karol Olszewski and Zygmunt Wróblewski, both professors of
the Jagellonian University. Solid State Physi s owes a lot to their dis overy
sin e the liquefa tion of air was a major step in the further development of
the ryogeni te hniques. The deviations in the spe i heat of solids from
the DuLongPetit law well below room temperature ould even better be asertained in the liquid-air temperature region. These deviations motivated
Einstein in 1907 to apply the energy quantization, introdu ed by Plan k
in 1900 to des ribe the ultra-violet atastrophe in the emission spe tra of
bla k bodies, to the spe i heat data of diamond, a model further reevaluated by Debye in 1912 in order to produ e the T 3 - ontribution of the latti e
vibrations to the spe i heat of a solid at the lowest temperatures.
The spe i heat plays an important role in the des ription of the lowtemperature ele troni ex itations in the energy spe trum of solids and in
parti ular, at arti ulating the anomously large ee tive ele troni mass in
heavy fermion systems. For that reason, spe i heat data were always of
entral interest to the SCES ommunity and experimental fa ilities have
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been developed by the same ommunity to measure this quantity under
extreme onditions at low temperatures. At this meeting, progress has been
reported for measuring the spe i heat along three dierent dire tions:
 A urate spe i heat data have been reported for temperatures down
to 20 mK at whi h the nu lear ontribution has been subtra ted from
the raw data by using Mössbauer data for the nu lear part in the
spe i heat.
 Spe i heat data have been reported at temperatures above 300 mK
under pressure up to 25 kbar.
 Low-temperature spe i heat measurements have been performed in
stati elds up to 45 T at the National Magnet Laboratory in Tallahassee, Florida, USA.
Ea h of these results will be briey ommented on.
Heavy-fermion physi s has its origin in the study of anomalous lowtemperature properties of a sele ted series of erium and uranium ompounds. That sele ted series of ompounds has been dis overed in systemati studies on a large number of (pseudo-)binary and (pseudo-)ternary
intermetalli erium and uranium ompounds. That is still the way the
SCES- ommunity is undertaking a ontinuous sear h of new examples of
strongly orrelated ele tron systems. The elements on whi h this sear h is
based has been extended from erium and uranium as the basi onstituents
to praseodymium, europium, and ytterbium. But still, the majority of the
resear h eorts is arried out on bulk samples of ompounds that are stable
in nature. There is little work reported at this meeting on thin lms, nanostru tures or multi-layer ompounds. In that sense, this meeting is dierent from, for instan e, onferen es on magnetism where mesos opi physi s
starts to dominate. Only a few ontributions at this onferen e deal with
quantum-dot phenomena and related nanostru tures. There is no doubt
that the arti ial and lower dimensional stru tures will also be introdu ed
in the future programs of the SCES meetings.
Sample quality has always been an essential point of dis ussion at the
SCES meetings. Sample quality is usually ontrolled in EPMA and X-ray
dira tion studies, and the sample purity by the residual resistivity at zero
temperature. Experiments are preferentially arried out on single- rystalline
samples in order to address the anisotropy of the physi al properties. Singlerystal growth of the intermetalli ompounds is frequently arranged by a
Czo hralski three-ar melting equipment whi h, for ongruently melting materials, is an ex ellent approa h. Nevertheless, in some ases improved quality has been mentioned for single- rystalline samples prepared by the Travelling Solvent Floating Zone Te hnique in a multiple-mirror furna e. The
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advantage of this latter method is that non- ongruently melting ompounds
an be prepared as well. The te hnique has proven its great value in the produ tion of the erami high-temperature super ondu ting materials. In the
past twenty-ve years, a large part of the interest in heavy-fermion systems
went to the heavy-fermion super ondu tors su h as: CeCu2 Si2 , UBe13 , UPt3 ,
URu2 Si2 , UPd2 Al3 et ., i.e. the ompounds for whi h the latent or the a tual
magneti order is ombined with the super ondu tivity at temperatures below 1 K. Most of these ompounds are still a subje t of intense studies. For
the ompound URu2 Si2 the present interest is dire ted towards the hidden
order that ontrols the transition at 17 K. For UBe13 , detailed spe i heat
and thermal expansion measurements on one and the same sample reveal
an anomaly in the thermal expansion that ould be related to the se ond
transition in the phase-diagram of (U1 x Thx x)Be13 for x-values roughly between 0.02 and 0.04. The ompound UPt3 seems to be an ex eption among
the heavy-fermion super ondu tors, sin e, apart from a theoreti al paper on
the dual nature of the 5f states in this ompound, no further developments
have been reported. There are, however, two re ent reviews that have been
published elsewhere in Refs [1℄ and [2℄. It is also interesting to note that
some of the old materials, like ZrZn2 , MnSi, and Ni3 Al, that were studied in the sixties and seventies for their weak itinerant ferromagnetism, are
now in luded in the broader dis ussion of non-Fermi-liquid phenomena and
quantum riti al points.
Among the novel ompounds that are laimed to exhibit anomalous properties, hara teristi for strongly orrelated ele tron systems, are the Prbased lled skutterudites. In ontrast to most of the other heavy-fermion
ompounds that borrow their importan e from a further development of
the des ription of strongly orrelated ele tron systems, the rare-earth based
lled skutterudites have spe i thermo-ele tri properties whi h ould be
useful for appli ations. Su iently large values for the gure of merit Z
(Z = S 2 =, with S standing for the thermopower,  for the thermal ondu tivity, and  for the ele tri al resistivity) are required in order to have the
produ t of Z and T , the temperature, larger than one, whi h is a ondition
of their appli ability. Espe ially for these novel ompounds, large ollaborations have been formed that transform the ompetition into a o-operation.
In any ase, the speed with whi h this topi is developed is enormously high.
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2. Magneti

order in heavy-fermion systems

Magneti intera tions form an essential feature for the heavy-mass ele trons that reveal ee tive ele tron masses whi h are two to three orders of
magnitude larger than the free-ele tron mass. In some ases, these intera tions give rise to short-range magneti u tuations whi h an be investigated
in neutron s attering experiments. In other ases, extremely small values,
of the order parameter, in the range of 0.01 B , are observed in muonspin
rotation experiments, whereas in other ompounds, magneti moments of
ma ros opi values are found with sizeable values for the magneti ordering
temperature. For the uranium intermetalli s these observations pose the
question under whi h onditions magneti moments are formed on the uranium ions. Magnetism and super ondu tivity in the uranium intermetalli s
were very mu h dis ussed in the seventies in terms of what was alled the
Hill plot: a lassi ation of ompounds following the inter-uranium distan e.
The Hill limit with a value of about 4.5 Å, distinguishes ompounds that
show super ondu tivity from those exhibiting some type of magneti order. Famous examples for super ondu tivity are the UX6 ompounds with
X = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and inter-uranium distan es well below the Hill limit,
whereas ompounds like the U3 X4 series with X= As, Se, Te, and interuranium distan es well above the Hill limit show magneti order. Spe ial
interest attra ted ompounds lose to the Hill limit and UAl2 appeared to
be one of them. In any ase, super ondu tivity was not expe ted in ompounds like UBe13 and UPt3 , sin e in both ompounds the value for the
inter- uranium distan e largely ex eeds the Hill limit, these ompounds are
pla ed in the magneti half of the Hill plot. The a tual observation of a la k
of magneti order and the dis overy of super ondu tivity in these two ompounds instead, was a big surprise. An immediate answer to this problem
was the hybridisation of uranium f -states with the Pt 5d-states in ase of
UPt3 although that solution is ertainly less ee tive for UBe13 . Anyhow,
a new ategory of ompounds was born: the uranium-based heavy-fermion
super ondu tors. Compounds that later were dis overed and whi h t in
this ategory are: URu2 Si2 and UPd2 Al3 . For all four ompounds super ondu tivity develops in the presen e of strong magneti intera tions or even
a magneti order. One of the series of ompounds in whi h the ee ts of
hybridisation have been systemati ally investigated is the UTX series, with
T a d-transition metal in the se ond half of the d series and X a p-element.
In ase we hoose for X the element Al and for the d series the 3d elements
Fe, Co and Ni we nd paramagneti behaviour over the full temperature
range for UFeAl, strongly enhan ed paramagnetism for UCoAl with a metamagneti transition in high magneti eld just as was found in YCo2 , and
antiferromagneti order below 19 K with a value for the uranium moment of
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0.5 B , approximately that for UNiAl. The two latter ompounds show large
values for the ele troni spe i heat oe ient of 65 and 164 mJ/mol K2 ,
respe tively, in ontrast to the relatively low value of 21 mJ/mol K2 for
UFeAl. The way magnetism develops in this series is as ribed to the hara teristi s of the 5f 3d hybridisation.
Another example an be dis ussed for a xed d-element and a series
of p elements with the in reasing ioni radius. In the series UCoX with X
equal to Al, Ga or Sn, magnetism develops from enhan ed paramagnetism in
UCoAl to ferromagneti order below 48 K and magneti moments of 0.2 B ,
approximately for UCoGa and a T value of 80 K with a uranium moment
of 0.9 B , approximately for UCoSn. This development of magneti order is
as ribed to the variation in the 5f 3dp hybridisation.
High-pressure and alloying experiments have further elu idated these
systemati s.
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